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Abstract. Information systems have to respond well to the changing
business environment. Thus, they must have architecture which with-
stands the change. To design such systems, business process modeling is
effective, however, the models include often abstractness and arbitrari-
ness. Therefore, there have been efforts that validate rigorousness of the
models. They have defined semantics of the models and applied various
logics and formal methods to verification of the rigorousness. This paper
focuses on formal verification of the models and surveys the efforts. We
also discuss the prospect of the solutions. The establishment of the ver-
ification will be surely helpful toward solving the problems on business
process reengineering, business process management, service-oriented ar-
chitecture, and so on.

1 Introduction

Recently, enterprise information systems are designed based on service-oriented
architecture. The solution against the changing business environment is con-
struction of flexible business processes, which is the core of enterprise information
systems development. It is common knowledge that business process modeling
(BPM) is effective for the development. Developers can generally model business
processes with modeling notation, e.g., BPMN [38], activity diagrams of UML
[22]. The diagram, modeled with the notation, is simple and intuitively under-
standable at a glance. The notation is also designed so that anyone can easily
model. Moreover, the notation is closely relevant to web services; the diagram
can be converted into the BPEL XML format [40].

However, work of general modeling includes arbitrariness and lacks strictness.
A diagram modeled with the notation may have various interpretations and one
or more different diagrams may denote one process. Thus, before utilizing BPM,
we must define strict semantics of the models and verify formally them. There
have been many efforts that validate strictness of the diagrams; automation tools
which can debug grammatical errors of BPMN and convert diagrams into BPEL
[23], formal methods for verifying diagrams based on the π calculus [34] or Petri
Net [42], techniques proving consistency with model-checking [5], and so on.

In this paper we present a survey of existing proposals for formal verification
techniques of business process diagrams and compare them among each other
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with respect to motivations, methods, and logics. We also discuss some conclusive
considerations and our direction for future work. We hope the survey contributes
to designers and developers of enterprise information systems for solving issues
on their section and satisfying the industrial needs.

2 Formal Verification of Business Process Models

2.1 Basic Logics of the Verification

To verify formally business process models, it is firstly required to give the formal
semantics to the models. The logical bases and researches using them are roughly
classified as follows.

Automata. Automata are a public and base model of formal specifications
for systems [21]. An automaton consists of a set of states, actions, transitions
between states, and an initial state. Labels denote the transition from one state
to another. Many specification models to express system behavior derive from
automata.

In the reference [16], the authors propose a framework to analyze and ver-
ify properties of BPMN diagrams converted into the BPEL format that com-
municate via asynchronous XML messages. The framework first converts the
processes to a particular type of automata whose every transition is equipped
with a guard in an XPath format, after which these guarded automata are trans-
lated into Promela (Process or Protocol Meta Language) for the SPIN model
checker [20]. Consequently, SPIN can be used to verify whether business process
models satisfy properties formalized in LTL (Linear Time Temporal Logic).

In the reference [8], the authors show a case study to convert automatically
business processes written in BPEL-WSCDL to timed automata and to verify
subsequently them by the UPPAAL model checker [49]. The authors are cur-
rently implementing a tool for the automatic translation that utilizes UPPAAL.

In the reference [10], the authors propose a framework to verify automatically
business processes that are modelled in Orc [35]. The authors define a formal
timed-automata semantics for Orc expressions, which verifies to the Orc’s opera-
tional semantics. Accordingly, one can verify formally Orc models with UPPAAL.
The paper also shows a simple case study.

Thus, to verify business process diagrams the efforts utilizing automata con-
vert the diagrams to XML formats (e.g., BPEL, XPDL, WS-CDL, Orc) for
the present. After that, they accommodate automata to XML formats and then
model-checking tools can verify them (Fig. 1). Besides the above automata mod-
els, team automata [12] and I/O automata [30] may be helpful for the verification.
Team automata allow one to specify separately the components of a system, to
describe their interactions, and to reuse the components. Their advantage is a
flexible description for communication services among distributed systems, ex-
tending I/O automata. This advantage enables team automata to describe the
formal model of secure web service compositions.
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Fig. 1. Verification of business process models with automata

Petri Net. Petri Net is a framework to model concurrent systems. Petri Net
can identify many basic aspects of concurrent systems simply, mathematically
and conceptually. Therefore, many theories of concurrent systems derive from
Petri Net. Moreover, because Petri Net has easily understandable and graphical
notation, it has been widely applied.

Petri Net often become a topic in BPM and is related to capturing process
control flows [50]. Petri Net can specially detect the dead path of business process
models whose preconditions are not satisfied. The paper [9] shows how to cor-
respond all BPMN diagrams constructs into labeled Petri Net. This output
can subsequently be used to verify BPEL processes by the open source tools
BPEL2PNML and WofBPEL [41].

In the reference [36], the authors define the semantics of relation BPEL and
OWL-S [51] in terms of first-order logic. Based on this semantics they formalize
business processes in Petri Net, complete with an operational semantics. They
also develop a tool to describe and automatically verify composition of business
processes.

In the reference [17], the authors apply a Petri-net-based algebra to modeling
business processes, based on control flows.

The paper [52] proposes a Petri-net-based design and verification tool for web
service composition. The tool can visualize, create, and verify business processes.
The authors are now improving the graphical user interface which can be used
to aid the business process modeling and to edit Petri Net and BPEL in a lump.

The paper [53] introduce a Petri-net-based architectural description language,
named WS-Net, in which web-service-oriented systems can be modeled, and
presents a simple example. To handle real applications and to detect errors in
business processes, the authors are currently developing an automatic translation
tool from WSDL to WS-Net.

The paper [18] proposes a formal Petri Net semantics for BPEL which as-
sures exception handling and compensations. Moreover, the authors present the
parser which can automatically convert business process diagrams into Petri
Net. Consequently, the semantics enabled many Petri Net verification tools to
automatically analyze business processes.

In the reference[45], the authors propose a framework which can translate Orc
into colored Petri Net. Colored Petri Net has been proposed to model large scale
systems more effectively. The framework and tool deal with recursion and data
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handling. Moreover, because the framework and tool can simulate and verify the
behavior of process models at the design phase of information systems, users of
them can detect and correct errors beforehand. Therefore, they contribute to
raise the reliability of business process diagrams.

Petri Net is the traditional and well-established technique, thus there have
been many verification methods and tools. The essentials of the above efforts
are how to translate business process diagrams into Petri Net. After that, we
have a rich variety of tools for the verification. However, all the components in
business process modeling notation cannot change into Petri Net. For instance,
BPMN has various gateways, event triggers, loop activities, control flows, and
nested/embedded sub-processes. It is difficult to define the correspondence of
these objects to Petri Net. There is room for argument on the translation.

Process Algebras. Process algebras are a diverse family of related approaches
to formally modeling concurrent systems. Their semantic foundation is based
on automata. Many derivative algebras have been defined and many references
about them exists. The representative process algebras are Milner’s Calculus of
Communicating Systems (CCS [33]), Hoare’s Calculus of Sequential Processes
(CSP [19]), the Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP [1]) by Bergstra and
Klop, and the Language of Temporal Ordered Systems (LOTOS [2]) ISO stan-
dard. Process algebras are strict and well-established theories that support the
automatic verification of properties of systems behavior as well as Petri Net.
They also provide a rich theory on bisimulation analysis. The analysis is helpful
to verify whether a service can substitute another service in a composition or
the redundancy of a service[3]. Among these, the π calculus is a process algebra
that influences business process description languages, e.g., XLANG, BPEL. In
respect of automatic verification, the π calculus is far superior to Petri Net.
From a compositional perspective, the π calculus offers constructs to compose
activities in terms of sequential, parallel, and conditional execution, combina-
tions of which can lead to compositions of arbitrary complexity. The followings
are process-algebraic approaches to specify and verify secure compositions of
business processes.

In the reference [46], the authors discuss the application of process algebras
to describe, compose, and verify business processes, with a particular focus on
their interactions. They show an example in which they use CCS to specify and
compose business processes. They also use the Concurrency Workbench [6] to
validate properties such as correct business process composition. If the π calculus
is used instead of CCS, this approach can be useful in practical application. It
may solve real issues, e.g., the exchange of messages during business process
interactions.

In the reference [14], the authors define correspondence between BPEL and
LOTOS. The advantage of this proposal is that it includes compensations and
exception handling. Thus, it enables the verification of temporal properties with
the CADP model checker [13].
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Thus, process algebraic approaches are suitable for verification of the reliabil-
ity of information systems, because they can simulate the behavior of business
process models and correct their error at the design phase as well as Petri-net-
based verification.

2.2 Aims of the Verification

We also classified the researches from the perspective of the aim of the verifica-
tion. The followings are properties which are elicited from the above researches.

Connectivity. We must guarantee connectivity by the verification. Developers
can determine which processes are composed and reason about their interac-
tions with the reliable connectivity. On the other hand, they must also satisfy
non-functional requirements, e.g., timeliness, security, and dependability. It is
important in a B2B system to define consensus between involved stakeholders.
Business consensus defines the contract between two or more stakeholders on
such requirements. It is necessary to describe and verify the requirements in
composed business processes.

Correctness. With the scale-spreading and diversification of information sys-
tems, concurrency of large systems are increasingly important. The correctness
of such large systems corresponds to their temporal behavior. Behavioral prop-
erties can be classified into safety and liveness. A safety property stipulates that
“nothing bad” will happen, ever, during the execution of a system, and a liveness
property stipulates that “something good” will happen, eventually, during the
execution of a system. Formal verification provides rigorous and mathematical
semantics of guaranteeing large systems to comply with their specification.

Compensation and Scalability. In the real-world business, end users maybe
generally want to interact with many services, thus enterprise information sys-
tems must be connected with possibly many services. Therefore, one of the im-
portant verification properties is how many services can business process models
implement.

Compatibility. Business process modeling notation intends to bridge the gap
between business process design and implementation of enterprise information
systems. The diagrams should be verified process interactions for business col-
laboration described in such notation. Business collaboration must satisfy com-
patibility between business participants in the collaboration.

3 Discussion

With the above verification techniques, verifiers must formalize mathematically
business process models and verification criteria, considering the semantics and
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various issues of their business. This is difficult for verifiers who are not spe-
cialists of formal methods or conversant with the methods. They may make
mistakes in the formal descriptions of verification criteria, or may not know how
to formally describe the verification criteria. Moreover, they must define the ver-
ification criteria themselves, but such criteria does not have objectivity. Thus, it
is desirable to establish objective criteria for business process models, e.g., ISO
standard.

The essential purpose of BPM is to construct processes which yield a profit
for enterprise. Thus, we should verify not only the above properties of the dia-
grams but also the profit which is generated by the model. That is, we must
verify whether the process model certainly yields a profit. We are now dis-
cussing whether the chance discovery process [39] can be applied to the verifica-
tion from the financial and business administration viewpoint. Moreover, various
logics introducing probability into first-order predicate logic have been proposed
[7][11][15][24][26][27][32][37][43][44]. These studies make it possible to generate
Bayesian Network [25] from predicate logic expression based on knowledge-based
model construction [4]. Since there are some business processes which flow with
non-programmable decision [48], the business process diagrams with uncertain-
ness have to be verified by such logics. If the correspondence of the business
process modeling notations to Bayesian Network is defined (Fig. 2), we can ver-
ify the diagrams based on probabilistic inference.

Fig. 2. An example of the correspondence business process models to Bayesian net-
works

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the formal verification techniques which simu-
late and verify one’s business process models at the design phase of enterprise
information systems. These techniques can detect and correct errors of the mod-
els as early as possible and in any case before implementation. We have also
shown future work of the formal verification for BPM. However, the comparison
in this paper surveyed only the basic logics and the aims of the verification, thus
we must also define the other quantitative information in order to choose which
logics or methods better suit the formal verification of BPM. Moreover, there
are the well-established practices which verify UML state machine diagrams for
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behavior with model-checking [28][29][31][47]. We should compare BPM verifi-
cation with such studies.

A prospect of the researches that we would like to deepen in future work is
to determine the financial characteristics that each of the languages and models
is able to describe in order to define a valuable business process.
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